Announcements

Extra Credit Option:

Thursday Extra: on Thursdays (or virtual Thursdays)
Refreshments: @4:00 in CS Commons
Talk: @4:15 IN Science 3821

This week: Antonio Bianchi, CS Asst. Prof., U of Iowa
Detecting Vulnerable Code: from Mobile Apps to IoT Devices.

Lab partners assigned each Sunday, early afternoon
New partners announced Mondays at start of lab time

JUnit lab

Work around reported, but not yet tested
If you had trouble testing and have time after class,
let me know about possibly trying a test

Topics
Today: Inheritance examples/clarifications
Inheritance Examples/Clarifications
Look at the handout for BaseClass, SubClass, CompileTest

Look at the variables a, b, c, d.
If declaration does not work, then call to proc1, proc2 fail
If declaration works, then proc1 or proc2 may fail independently
If declaration works, then toString defined, but what is printed may vary according to circumstances

Basic options for a variable:
A. error in declaration
B. declaration ok, proc1 and proc2 calls ok
C. declaration ok, proc1 ok, but proc2 call fails
D. declaration ok, proc2 ok, but proc1 call fails
E. declaration ok, but both proc1 and proc2 calls fail

Clicker questions: separate votes for variables a, b, d, and d
Assume code corrected to remove invalid lines

Vote 1: What is printed by a.proc1()?
A. base class
   x = 7, y = 12
B. base class
   x = 3, y = 12
C. base class
   x = 7, y = 5
D. base class
   x = 3, y = 5
E. something else

Vote 2: What is printed by b.proc1()?
A. base class
   x = 7, y = 12
B. subclass class
   super.x = 3, super.y = 5
   x = 3, y = 5
C. base class
   super.x = 3, super.y = 12
   x = 3, y = 5
D. base class
   super.x = 7, super.y = 12
   x = 3, y = 5
E. something else

Vote 3: What is printed by d.proc1()?
A. base class
   x = 7, y = 12
B. subclass class
   super.x = 3, super.y = 5
   x = 3, y = 5
C. base class
   super.x = 3, super.y = 12
   x = 3, y = 5
D. base class
   super.x = 7, super.y = 12
   x = 3, y = 5
E. something else
What is printed by `d.proc2()`?

A. `sum = 19`
B. `sum = 12`
C. `sum = 15`
D. `sum = 8`
E. something else

What is printed by the `toString` lines?
(3 votes for printing a, b, and d)

A. `x = 7, y = 12`
B. `x = 3, y = 12`
C. `x = 7, y = 5`
D. `x = 3, y = 5`
E. something else